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At first sight, the recent evolution of political journalism on French television can be characterized by changes of a contradictory nature. On the one hand, there is in French broadcasting, a general process of crystallization of political coverage, which confirms the hypothesis of a « crisis » of political journalism on French television. On the other hand, the French national networks are the source of numerous attempts at the renewal of political coverage framing. The ambiguity of these changes allows one to analyse the news practices and the news challenges to French political journalism on television in the late nineties. The main purpose of this paper is to look at some of the new dimensions of this political journalism. We will focus on the analysis of the evolution of new ways of framing political coverage after the 1995 presidential campaign.

Indeed, at this time, there has been on French television, a multiplication of TV programs illustrating the desire of the national networks to change the forms of political journalism. Most often, this desire finds expression in the introduction of new formats of political coverage on television, using journalistic techniques and patterns imported from non-political TV programs. These new practices are deeply involved in the renewal of political coverage framing.

In order to better understand these new forms of political journalism on television, we must focus our analysis on the phenomenon of intertextuality on television. Therefore, we will demonstrate that taking the phenomenon of television intertextuality into consideration permits a better understanding of the political framing present in the political coverage in France. There are three parts to this study: 1) the exposition of the methodological and theoretical questions, 2) an analysis of some ways of framing political coverage during the 1996-1997 television season and 3) a more general reflection about current challenges to political journalism on French television.

New ways of framing political coverage and new forms of political journalism on television

In the general context of the evolution of French broadcasting in the last two decades, French television today has a double centrality in the national political space: French television is significant in the distribution and circulation of political discourse and it is an actor in the process of the diffusion and redefinition of social representations that the political discourse transmits.

Concerning the transmission of political discourse, the topic of many works on political communication is the manner of transmission and circulation of this discourse on television and also the effect of « playing by the rules » by the politicians (the strategy of political marketing). Generally speaking, most of these studies condemn the role played by television. The main argument is that this manner of transmission and circulation creates rules that are present in space and time and that do not allow the political discourse to put forward its own rules of coherence and persuasion. This argument is well-known but not always proven: the « mediaization » of the political discourse caused a crisis for political argumentation, in the
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more general context where the production of political ideas was declining and where the force of conviction of the political discourse was becoming weaker. But in fact, it is not easy to link these different phenomena.

Concerning the central role played by television in the process of the diffusion and redefinition of social representations actually transmitted by politics on television, the problem is different. This problem is generally raised (by press journalists in particular) in terms of a question about the influence of political coverage on public opinion. Without elements of analysis concerning the reception of political broadcasts, this question is reduced to a discussion about the power of the persuasion attributed in principle to television. The question of the influence of political coverage on the social representations devoted to the political sphere can be approached differently. This time, it can be characterized by a question of the capacity of the different political broadcasts to «build expressions of representations which exist independently of television »². Then, the question of the influence of political coverage turns out to be an analysis of the strategy of the networks to find in their different broadcasts the condition of success of this political coverage.

Each of these strategies must be analysed within the context of the change of the power relationship, characterized as a configuration of three components: the first one is the position of the networks (dominant position, competition, audience), the second one is the evolution of the TV profession (the category and the role of political journalist in particular) and lastly the national political context (electoral campaign, political event, etc...). These strategies can be analysed through different subjects: a network, a TV program («classical» political broadcast, the political part of news, or talk shows) or several broadcasts of which certain are not classified as political broadcasts. We will focus our attention on this last subject. We will stress the fact that, inside a «televisual» space, the relationships of intertextuality and sense (constructed in a «relational and political» manner by these different broadcasts) explain the evolution of political framing (and new ways of framing political coverage).

First, we will postulate a hypothesis concerning the activities of two of the principal actors of political broadcasting, that is to say, the TV professionals and professional politicians (the third actor is public opinion). Progressively, during the last two decades, the change of the status of television has been integrated into the activities of these professionals. Today, television does not only broadcast political coverage but also constrains politicians in their strategy of communication. French television is becoming central in the national political space. For this reason, politicians have to go through an intense process of socialisation of new political rules induced by the «mediaization» of politics on television. At the same time, the different actors of the political broadcast have been strongly constrained by the networks’ commercial logic. Integrating audience objectives and competitive criteria, this logic has caused changes in traditional roles and competencies attached to political journalism in particular, and television coverage in general⁴.

These changes constrain strategies developed by actors within the rules of television (and they also constrain the game played by these actors to define new rules) in order to gain the television viewer. For politicians, the object of these strategies is to spread, in the best conditions and with success, their «programs of perception and transformation of social realities»⁵ to the public. These programs are formulated by politicians on television through

⁵ Philippe BRAUD, Le suffrage universel contre la démocratie, 1981.
discourses. These programs and discourses are, in different TV broadcasts, schematically covered by the activity of two sorts of TV professionals: directly, in broadcasts (classical political broadcasts or special ones, like the television coverage of political campaigns) organised by actors who are in charge of political coverage on television (political service, political journalists); or by non specialised journalists who present or produce news on TV, talk show, reports. In these broadcasts diffused by networks where politicians often speak, these TV professionals present to the TV viewer their own vision of a social and political world, using television coverage which can be sometimes entertaining and fictional and sometimes informative and cultural.

Therefore, on television, in a manner more or less regular, the political discourses and social representations transmitted by political coverage are diffused in various framings. More or less important depending on the moment, this variety of political coverage on television, is principally the result of framing strategies elaborated by TV professionals. These strategies depend on various factors linked with general modifications which affect relationships between French broadcast and the changes of national public and political space. These factors are, for example, the social inter-dependencies bounded by institutional and structural dimensions of journalistic activities (autonomy of TV professionals), the relationships between political mediaization and public space (agenda effect).

Indeed, there are numerous reasons which can explain why, in a certain period, contents, patterns and format of political TV coverage, can become a legitimate and effective part of political journalism on television. We are going to focus our attention on one of these factors, which is a source of change in definition of ways framing political coverage. This factor is the permanent process of interaction between the framing strategies used by politicians in their discourses and the strategies used by TV professionals in their broadcasts (recognised or not as political broadcasts). More exactly, we are going to demonstrate that it is difficult to understand the evolution of the ways framing political coverage, in the late nineties on television in France, without taking into account phenomena of intertextuality transmitted by this permanent process of interaction. Indeed, the political framings which today enclose politics on TV in France, are the result of intertextuality phenomena on two levels: on the first level, the intertextuality phenomena which connect political argumentations with the different TV programs which broadcast them, on the second level, the intertextuality phenomena between the different broadcasts which include the non-political broadcasts.

This approach can be connected with concurrent frame analyses that we can find in research concerning political communication and, more particularly, political journalism. In order to synthesize these analyses, we can say that they postulate that there is nowadays, a sort of competition, even a fight between journalists and politicians. The stake of this competition would be to determine effective and legitimate political framing in which are included the public’s perceptions and representations of the political world and other social worlds. Many theoretical possibilities can be linked to this general frame analysis. One would be to explain the media strategies of framing (framing of political coverage on television, for example) in a strategist paradigm of a fight among professionals, in order to gain positions of power in journalism (political journalism on television). Another one would be to analyse the changes of public space and democratic mediation (how political and media institutions participate in the political construction of political reality).
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6 For example, in « Communication et politique », Hermès, 1995.
Our analysis allows us to understand the work of TV professionals concerning the framing political strategies transmitted by political discourse. This work can be analysed through journalistic contents, patterns and formats. Generally speaking, we have to analyse how the journalistic discourses can frame the political discourses and arguments (for example, representing what are the political stake in a certain political situation).

Activities of politicians and journalists on television are characterized by phenomena of ritualisation which make political practices and discourses on TV routine. Yet, at the same time, the political coverage on television is capable of changing very quickly; for example, the changes of television broadcasts during political campaigns for elections. These broadcasts can adapt themselves to the changes of the political situation and to competing networks’ framing strategies. And it is because these broadcasts are the result of a permanent process of interaction in behaviours and interpretations of political actors on television. What is more, changes in political framing on television have to be analysed in various rhythms, temporalities and cycles, because political framing on television depends upon strategies which are the result of social and institutional inter-dependencies. This necessary periodisation of political coverage on television can be analysed by taking into account context effects, which in a certain period allows one to study practices of TV professionals and politicians.

Before studying a certain period, we are going to focus our attention on the theoretical content of framing political coverage on television. We are going to analyse interaction phenomena, sources of political framing.

**Structure of categorisation : interactive construction of political framing on television**

Like discourse on television, the study of political framing on television can be analysed from an interactionist point of view. The main objective of an interactionist approach of political discourse on television is to emphasize the interactive aspect which characterises the construction and the practice of political framing on television.

According to specialists in communication science, political framing on television characterises the structure « transmitter-receiver » as a sort of interactions. These interactions are distinguished by « contracts » which organise, in different ways, the situational, discursive, conversational and argumentative norms of communication on television. In broadcasts, these norms and contracts are subject to permanent and reciprocal adjustments. That is why we can analyse them from an interactionist point of view.

According to political scientists, it is in the first place, the process of political reality construction which mobilises interaction phenomena. In Jacques Gerstlé’s point of view, this political reality, « that nobody can control », can be analysed as « a symbolic composition effect ». On television, interaction phenomena are the result of practices and interpretations of TV professionals and politicians. We are going to focus our attention on the constructive effect on political reality through this interaction process. From this perspective, we are going to maintain that political framing on television functions as interpretative framing. This political framing guides interpretations and strategical ways of framing political coverage. The term of interpretation refers to the symbolic, cognitive, discursive and axiological nature of political discourse and framing on television. Symbolic, insofar as political framing is symbolic references transmitted by political discourse on TV broadcasts. Indeed, this political discourse is not only the simple reproduction of a political reality already totally determinate.
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It is also a central part of a process which makes this political reality actualised and through which its obtains his characteristics. Cognitive, because it is necessary to take into account what framing political coverage imposes upon political reality. Indeed, political framing is the object of appropriations and reappropriations from actors in their strategic behaviours and their interpretations. Discursive, because politicians on television use discourses which exercise their own mediation and eventually reinforce expressive links. These expressive links can transmit signs and symbols which carry social representations. These social representations are diffused and articulated with intersubjectivity. That is why it is not easy to analyse them in TV broadcasts. Therefore, we have to analyse them firstly as texts in discourses on television. Axiological, because social representations transmitted by political discourses are connected with political projects of transformation of social realities and social beliefs. For example, in Alban Bouvier’s opinion, when a politician « talks about nation, it is not only to specify its nature but also to say if we must preserve it or go beyond it ».

The notion of « categorisation » will help us to specify the theoretical perspective used to study political framing on television (in order to pass beyond a simple description in analysis). This notion is already used in ethnomethodological studies and researches concerning political argumentation. In general, the notion of « categorisation », like the notion of interaction, is used in order to emphasize the constructive effect of political and journalistic activities on political framing and political reality. From this point of view, the interest of an argumentative analysis is to show how a category (for example, the category « political », which makes politicians and journalists say that a subject or a question is or is not « political »), is collectively constructed through an interactive process of categorisation. Indeed, the work of politicians on television is to anticipate, in their framing strategies, the result of this categorisation process, by producing an argumentative and effective discourse. This discourse influence modes of typification of their different publics. For its part, the ethnomethodological perspective is characterised by the fact that it analyses the « context » in which these categorisations and modes of typification are used by actors.

Discourses and political framing on television lend themselves to an analysis of the contextual dimensions of categorisation. Indeed, in deciding on their framing strategies, journalistic and political professionals codify in their discourses the political objects, taking into account the typification of their publics. Therefore, these professionals are particularly attentive to what Stephen Hesters calls « local organisations of categorial order », which are constituted by « categorisation structure and categories ». Then, the question is to know how these structures of categorisation are organized in discourses on TV broadcasts, through components of « mediatique » text, in other words, by a type of discursive mode, structure of interlocation, contents and ways of « staging » actors of the political communication process. Politicians and TV professionals make various uses of these components. Therefore, in the discourses of the TV professionals and the politicians, the significations of categories are not independent of the situations in which they are used. For example, a non-political subject of a news report can become political if it is disseminated in a political broadcast.

Political framings are daily constructed by interactive practices of TV professionals and politicians. Nevertheless, this framing is determined by reproductive and ritual principles of

categorisation, insofar as the framing strategies of these professionals depend on institutional and social inter-dependencies. But these reproduced and ritualised structures of categorisation have to take into account their insertion in altering contexts, which are subject to a constant process of interaction. That is why framing political coverage strategies must always be in line with changes of political framings. It means that television framing of political coverage is not only the result of framing political coverage strategies of TV professionals (of political journalists in particular). Indeed, if ways of political coverage on television are enclosed in very limited principles of categorisation, controlled by the framing strategies of TV professionals, these strategies, in order to be legitimated and efficacious, must be based on resources and constraints of TV broadcasts, which depend on changing context of political and social life.

In TV broadcasts, this notion of « context » reflects two sorts of social relations. Concerning discourses on television, in the transmitter-receiver relation, the social relation is characterised by an interactive context, marked by a high level of anonymity. On the set of a TV program, this intended recipient of discourse is still this anonymous receiver, but he is « staged » in different ways and he can share the descriptive and observable dimensions of reality. Therefore, for the sake of our analysis, it is to be hoped that we distinguish two notions : the context of interaction and the context of action. Both of them form what it is generally called the interaction structure. TV professionals and politicians integrate into their framing strategies the resources and the constraints organized by theses contexts of action and interaction. The interaction structure determine the structures of categorisation which allow TV actors to define and realize, in interaction, their political framing strategies. But, because of the contextual and interactive character of political coverage on television, these constraints and resources do not exhaust the permanent process of interactive construction of political framing.

After this brief exposition of theoretical analysis of political framing on television, we are going to focus our attention on the new strategies of framing political coverage after the 1995 presidential campaign. We are going to maintain that most of these strategies have integrated phenomena of television intertextuality. In the nineties, these phenomena have progressively taken part in the redefinition of forms of political TV journalism in France.

**Analysis of TV programs : intertextuality of political broadcastings on French television**

During the decade of the nineties, there has been, on French television, a multiplication of TV programs illustrating the desire of the nationals networks to change the forms of political journalism. At the beginning of the television season in September 1996, this desire had to take account of a political context which was characterized by a lack of elections in the foreseeable future (before the dissolution of National Assembly). In this context, the principal objective of political TV programs, which is to present contradictory discourses of politicians and to participate in the selection of political programs, is less important and also obliges TV professionals to renew political coverage on TV. Apart from this particular context, from the end of the eighties, political journalism on the networks, which are because of their status, in charge of political广播ings (leader channel TF1 and the two channels of public service France 2&3), had to take into consideration political coverage from non-political TV programs, partly due to the influence of new national networks (Canal +, M6, La Cinquième). Now, new ways of framing political coverage have to take into account two types of intertextuality phenomena which change forms of political journalism on television:
firstly, journalistic techniques of mobilisation of public opinion, secondly a more general perspective of « disenchantement » with the political coverage by many TV programs not classified as political broadcasts (TV news, talk shows, television journals...) which modify ways of framing political coverage.

This disenchantement with political coverage can be analysed as a response to the influence of TV professionals who are in competition in television space with political journalists. This supports the hypothesis of a marginalisation of political journalists as principal actors of political coverage on television. In any case, political journalists had to adapt their TV programs, techniques, patterns and contents to non-political TV programs. In order to focus on intertextuality effects which influence framing political coverage in different TV programs, we will study firstly new techniques and patterns of mobilisation of public opinion (the idea of a journalist as a « mediator »). Then, we will study the impact of these new forms of political journalism on traditional political TV programs and on a special TV program, an interview of the French President.

The logic, the techniques and the patterns of « mediation television »

By definition, as the intended recipient of the discourse, the TV viewer is always present in the structure of interaction (between transmitter and receiver). If the TV viewer is not physically present on the set (in the structure of interlocution depending on the context of action), he is represented in the interaction context by journalists through a « procedure of delegation » 14. During the eighties, even in political TV programs, numerous methods of delegation have been elaborated through the sophistication of journalistic techniques of TV viewers’ mobilisation. Today, the TV viewers’ chance to be heard is abundantly staged in TV programs. This phenomenon is characteristic of the recent framing strategies of political coverage on television. The declarations of two TV professionals in September 1996, illustrated this phenomenon 15. The new Director of the News Department in the public channel France 2, specified that the task of journalists is to « rediscover our country beyond the words of those who govern ». For his part, an ex-TV news journalist wished that people on the set « would show the world and their own life ». These declarations mean that interpretative and effective political coverage has to represent and to illustrate perceptions of TV viewers on political and social reality. This political coverage is based on structures of categorisation, which permit the contextual insertion of subjects, topics and discourses into social representations.

Let us study briefly a talk show called « The World of Lea » (September 1996). The journalist as a leitmotiv : « Family, I listen to you », « The 40 families who will represent the state of France at the end of the TV season ». The role of the journalist is to organise on the set a discussion about 2 or 3 topics between a family and other guests. The strategy of the journalist is to stand aside and let the family speak. « Your questions will be more pertinent than mine », he declares several times. He adds : « What you say is just what the opinion polls show ». That means that opinion polls (classical scientific basis of this gender of TV programs) reinforce the representativity and legitimacy of the family and not that of the journalist (but it did it indirectly). We can identify an original journalistic technique in these TV programs. It is the « micro salon ». It is quite ironic because, in fact, this is an inversion of the « micro trottoir »

15 TV program « Lignes de mire », France 3, September 1996.
(« man on the street »), which is very often utilised in TV news. It consists of interviewing people in the street, because their declarations on society is problems are good representations of the different opinion of the public. Generally speaking, the criticism of this journalistic technique is that it gives an imperfect representation of the diversity of opinion and that it makes opinion banal. With the « man in a salon », the declarations of stars, artists, famous people are reduced to soundbites, whereas during one hour and a half, the journalist reverently collects words of the family. This technique confirms declarations of the « mediator journalist »: the legitimate and representative word belongs to the family and not to those who are in a salon, that is to say in another world. In fact, this technique and format is the inversion of TV programs in which people invited (because of their representativity) posed questions to experts who then had the final and « sacred » word. Nevertheless, the family as a central guest during the season will very quickly disappear. First, the family will not witness society is problems, but comments because of its relationship to the subject of the debate (which is a classical format in talk shows). Then the guests invited are from different families. We can propose an explanation for this failure of this technique. TV format implies that, in this gender of TV programs, words and opinions must be exchanged. What is possible in TV news format is in this talk show format not possible. Social representations linked to the opinions of the guests do not correspond to the structure of categorisation which the journalist organizes. Indeed, it is one thing for journalists (in order to legitimate their « mediation activity »), to wish to give an expression to common sense, to public opinion, but it is another thing to find, in patterns, formats and techniques, the ways of the expression of the common sens and the public opinion. We must always consider that the status occupied by TV guests on the set of TV programs is controlled by the TV professionals.16

We will underline another journalistic technique of mobilisation of public opinion, in the talk show « L’Hebdo » (« The Weekly ») on Canal+ network. This technique, called « On en parle » (« We are talking about it ») takes into consideration « non-media » public spaces by polling people on what they talked about the most at work, in cafes, in the subway, in order to obtain a list of 10 topics which are most discussed by French people during the week. The journalist remarks that these topics are not those which are covered by TV news in particular and on television in general. This media coverage and the meaning that is given to it by certain TV professionals is typical of a strategy of distancing from political journalism and from political coverage on television. This strategy is strongly present in political TV programs, even if these programs are a « gender »17 on the French television.

Political TV programs, disenchantment with political coverage

Analysis has been done of « liquidation » of political TV programs at the end of the eighties and also analysis of cyclic phenomenon of crisis and renewal of journalistic forms of political coverage.18 Generally speaking, political coverage on television has to « convert a complex and opaque activity (politics) into an interaction without putting off the audience ». This analysis is confirmed by a new political TV program broadcasted in September 1996, on the channel France 2 (« Franchement », « Frankly speaking »). Indeed, all the characteristics of classical political coverage on television are in this TV program. Let us present briefly the 7 parts of this TV program, in which two political journalists interview a politician. The « Portrait » consists of shorts interviews given by other politicians about the invited politician. « Actuality » covers politics, that is to say partisan politics in this

context. «Marks» begins by showing childhood photos and covers political career of the politician. «Political incorrectness»: two «incorrect» questions are recorded by press journalists. «Idea»: the political guest has the time to present one idea, which he particularly likes. Then the journalists introduce an opponent, whom the politician does not know. «Results»: «What is your biggest success» ask the journalists; and «your biggest failure»? Example of failure is choosen by the journalists. And last but not least, «Somewhere else», the journalists ask: «When you are not occupied by political activities, what are you doing»? Alain Madelin (the first politician invited) answered: «I listen to opera and work in my vegetable garden». At this moment, Jean-Pierre Coffe, a specialist on gastronomical questions on French television conducts the «tomato quiz»19. He questions the politician to find out if he is only pretending to be a vegetable garden lover. For that, he ask him to identify varieties of tomatoes. This journalistic technique and format is very significant of the functioning of a structure of categorisation. In this case, the structure of categorisation is the following: how politicians who do not know, as we know as everyday French people (this everyday French people is here identified by the category «knowledge of tomatoes») but we can find it on other forms, on other programs) recognise varieties of tomatoes, can propose political solutions to peoples’ preoccupations, if they do not have the same perceptions of reality as everyday people (that is to say the TV viewer). In fact, it is quite hard for anybody to identify varieties of tomatoes (at least it is possible not to pretend it by declaring that you like vegetables garden activities!), but the work of journalists consists in making one believe that this is the «A.B.C.» of all collective life. We can see that structures of categorisation deployed by TV professionals in political broadcasts are ways for a privileged access to social representations which are considered those of the intended recipient of the discourse. These representations are in TV programs linked with the categories in which people think about the political activity. This journalistic demonstration of the gap between political discourses and public opinion is not new, but it has to use new forms of political coverage. These forms on television have been strongly constrained by the framing of political coverage of non-traditional TV programs.

These non-traditional TV programs cover differently political objects. For example, the TV program «Sunday Evening», on France 3, broadcasts reports on the political profession, that is to say, the activity of a deputy in his district during the week-end, or in a ministry. This TV program, which is late in the Sunday evening broadcasts, is intended for a public with a high cultural level, who wants to have a look at the political events of the week and at the declarations of politicians in other traditional TV (not only on television) programs broadcast during the week-end. In the last part of this TV program, two journalists discuss the rumours of political life. In this part, all is categorised as political; politics is presented as a space of personal rivalries and partisan politics.

The most significant disenchantment is with forms of political coverage in TV programs (on new national networks, which do not have the status of leader or public channel), which cover political topics not usually covered in TV programs or cover them from a different point of view. The first TV program representative of this phenomenon is the TV program «Arrêt sur Image» («Freezeframe»), broadcasted on Channel 5 (La Cinquième). Several segments of this TV program, which analyse weekly television broadcasts, examine traditional political coverage, through, for example, the analysis of TV news, mechanism of government communication, in general, the work of media and political journalists. This TV program reveals the intentions of political communication protagonists. This TV program is, most of

19 Alain REMOND, Télérama, 2439, October 1996.
time, somewhat demystifying for the viewing public of French television. We can also mention another TV program, on the M6 network, which specialises in economic coverage. Two programs have been devoted to the topic of money and political power. The form of coverage is « investigative » journalism. The main objective is to inform about the political profession and its relationship with money. The TV viewer can see reports in which journalists follow a Senator or a Deputy in their different activities. The investigation shows how a city suffered financial collapse, how a mayor obtains subsidies for his city, what is political bargaining, how much money a minister earns. A political scientist comments. What is important to analyse it is not only the patterns and contents, but the force of images which are broadcast. « Zapping », a TV program on Canal+ network, which everyday recapitulates the best moments of TV broadcasts, will, for example, shows a report broadcast by this TV program presenting the deputies practicing golf indoors on the driving range under the National Assembly. Theses images are rather rare in the French political culture and leads in a certain way to a disenchantment with politics on television. In any case, journalistic coverage shows that political labels are not important (which breaks with the tradition of partisan opposition, highly staged in classical political broadcastings during political campaign, for example) and that this is the political bargaining which explains the political life, which is a realistic vision of politics. In our analysis, we focus on the fact that certain ways of political coverage do not have the objective of presenting the contradictory discourses of political leaders, but of covering, from different point of view, the political objects such as the political structures (political institutions and forces), the political events, the political roles and profession. In connexion with this, we can mention the numerous portraits of politicians and also documentaries covering political history.

Finally, intertextuality phenomena organised by these different TV programs, explain that it is difficult, in certain political contexts (in particular contexts characterized by a lack of elections in the foreseeable future), to define ways of framing political coverage which are reduced to the presentation of competing political programs, through the interview of political leaders. Therefore, political journalists are constrained to import into these TV broadcasts, forms of political coverage taken from non political TV programs. Otherwise, the political TV programs do not give the opportunity to politicians to use efficacious political framings, that is to say, which permit these politicians to realise their strategies of communication. Moreover, if there is not the presence of the leaders of the political scene, these political TV programs are not able to capture a large audience.

We can observe an illustration of these phenomena in the special TV program called « The French ask. The President answers », broadcasting the interview of the President Jacques Chirac on 12, December 1996.

*A special political TV program : interview of the President Jacques Chirac*

Among the 4 interviewers there are no traditional political journalists, but on the contrary, journalists who, at this time, participate in the renewal of political coverage on different networks. It is also significant that news reportings (from TV News) precede the questions of the journalists and the answers of the President. Indeed, we can interpret this strategy of Jacques Chirac (and of his communication advisers, because this TV program has been negotiated with TV professionals), as an attempt to connect the political programs of transformation of the social realities with the framing of political coverage in which these realities are usually covered and presented to the viewing public. It is true that TV news daily
constructs structures of categorisation which organise powerful social representations (national for example). It does not mean that the presidential discourse only utilised categories of judgement and knowledge of the journalistic commentary (we should here consider a second level of intertextuality between political argumentation and journalistic commentary). But, the coverage of these categories permits the linkage of these categories with social representations.

We noted in our study, that in general, at the end of the nineties, political coverage tries to illustrate what are the perceptions of the public on the social reality. In this special TV program, we can take note of the repetition by the journalists of expressions such as « we have the feeling », « the feeling of the people ». The rhetoric is not only about the preoccupations of everyday people but about the perceptions of social and political reality. It is why journalists use in news reportings numerous representations of everyday life. An international correspondent from TF1 network, asks the President: « I received during the afternoon telephone calls from people, who tomorrow will take the subway... What can you say to them, Mister President »?

This special political TV program shows that, because of their more or less repetitive and ritualised uses, political coverage becomes an instrument which determines the meaning of political topics and objects, and which allows the discourses of TV professionals and politicians to connect with categories, according to structures of categorisations, which the interactions between TV professionals and politicians organise. These structures of categorisation are what we can call the political framings on television. The framing strategies of political coverage are constrained by these political framings, at the same time as they determine them. Therefore, political framing organises constraints and resources for the strategies of political journalism.

**Ressources and constraints of the French political journalism**

In this article, we focus on the constraints and ressources (for the framing strategies of political coverage), dependant on intertextuality phenomena which are organised by the interactive process of renewal and redefinition of political coverage framings. We do not analyse the constraints and resources which depend on institutional dimensions and social inter-dependencies in which are enclosed the activities of TV professionals: position in the journalistic profession, competition between networks. We will try to answer the question of whether intertextuality phenomena are responsible for a marginalization of the role of political journalists in the political coverage on French television.

We can estimate the degree of constraint that the political journalists have to integrate into their activities on television, by studying the capacity that these TV professionals have to impose their forms and framings of political coverage. As we noted in our study, at the end of the nineties, the ways of framing political coverage have been progressively influenced by patterns and contents of non-political broadcasts. From this point of view, the renewal of the political coverage on French television has strongly constrained the activity of political journalists. Indeed, we can assume that there is strong resistance from political journalists to have to organise techniques like « man on the street » (as in TV news), to stage on the set the relationships between politicians, the public and experts (like on talk-shows), to collect the
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subjective opinion of French people, before interviewing the politicians, activity considered by political journalists as the noble activity of political coverage.

We can explain the situation of these political journalists by the fact that this category of TV professionals has not a privileged position in the « televisual space » to build effective coherent framings of political coverage on television. Firstly, they are constrained by the periodisation of the political life which strongly influence the definition of the political coverage according to the contexts. Moreover, in a context characterized by the fact that interpretative and effective political coverage has to represent and to illustrate perceptions of the TV viewers on political and social reality, other TV professionals have numerous assets. Firstly, journalists in TV news, have the possibility to daily define, in a ritualised manner, what must be (normativ interrogation) the political activity by noting the preoccupations of people which this political activity has to take into consideration, and in the same time, by framing and illustrating powerful and more or less imaginary social representations. Secondly, journalists can in different broadcasts (TV journals, investigations...) cover « practical » news about social and political life (for example, the TV viewer considered as a taxpayer, as a consumer or as a customer), which are « directly » connected with the individual and collective experiences of the public. Lastly, the journalists are able to « stage » the daily life of the TV viewer by using social representations of the private sphere, representations which seem to destabilize the modes of validation and proofs of social beliefs, necessary for every political argumentation. Generaly speaking the political journalists with the traditional political coverage have, at this period (no campaign for elections), not the same possibilities as other TV journalists for covering representations of social life and to argue about it by using discourses and images.

At the end of the nineties, we can also conclude that the activity of French political journalists is highly constrained by the evolution of political coverage framings, so far as these TV professionals are depending from ways and forms of political coverage from non-traditionnal political coverage on French television.

Nevertheless, these forms and ways of political coverage coming from non-political broadcasts are ressources for political journalists to construct, in the interaction and in a legitimate manner, the political coverage on television.

Then the question is : how the activity of these « new mediators » that political journalists are pretending to be, can modify the ways of political coverage framing in France ?

In the analysis, we, firstly, have to pass beyond the normative a-priori (the democracy of « mediation television ») and beyond the hypothesis (fonctionnalist) which both consider that journalists (as a social unity and becam « mediators ») take nowadays (intentionnaly) in consideration, in their discourses and TV programs, the preoccupations of the public. Secondly, we must analyse, precisely, what means for a TV journalist, to give the public the possibility to talk and to be significantly represented in different ways and forms on the television. Indeed, even if the TV viewer is not shown on the set, he is always present as the intended recipient of the discourse. The question is, then, the question of the journalistic use of the « presence » of this intended recipient on the set or in a information coverage. For journalists, the objective is to use legitimate and efficacious ways of political coverage. At the end of the nineties, this objectif can be realized by the redistribution of the word on the set and by the renewal of journalistic techniques of mobilisation of the public opinion. However, can we conclude, because of this fact, that the legitimacy and the role that the journalists give to this « secular » word and journalistic techniques are the causus of new questions, topics and
contents of political coverage, which allow a better comprehension by the citizens of the political profession, its rules and stakes for the nation, even for the everyday life of people? In our opinion, the redistribution of the word and the mobilisation of public opinion in the political journalism do not cause a change in the nature and the role of political coverage on television, but indicate the necessity for the political journalists to use patterns, formats and techniques in which social representations and «incarnations» of the public opinion are regularly used, phenomena that confirms the renewal of strategies of framings political coverage in France at the end of the nineties. Indeed, the fact that journalists have to take into consideration, in their activities, renewed framings and contents of political coverage, is the result of numerous factors (depending from political context, networks strategies and modifications of the public sphere), which make that, in a certain period, ways of framings political coverage are considered as interpretative and attractive ways of framing political coverage. From this point of view, the work of the political journalists is easier (but strongly oriented), if they have the possibilty to use mods and structures of categorisation (most often, the more broadcasted because of the phenomena of intertextuality and marketing audience) of politics, which determine at a moment, in the political space, the sense of political life (the slogan of TF1 channel during the television season 1996, was : « Give sense »; it means that the TV Programs of this network have to participate to the broadcasting of this mods and structures of categorisation). Finally, what is the more constraining for political journalists in their activities, is to «format» their discourses in the political framings which «mark out» («baliser» in French) the political coverage on television, in a certain period. For example, during the political campaign, the political journalists are constrained to categorize politics as a competition structured by partisans stakes, whereas politics is not covered in this way in other TV programs, like talk-shows and more generally in the television space. Therefore, the recent redistribution of the «secular discourse» and the presence of «ordinary citizens» on the set, is an attempt to surpass ways of framings political coverage of the eighties which privileged forms of political marketing, mods of psychologisation of political life and which were not adapted to the disenchantment of political actors and practices of the neineties.

In this context of the neineties, the answer of TV professionals, in their search for efficacy and legitimation, was to «enchant» the TV viewer, through an ideal of participation which make the intended recipient of the journalistic and political discourses «incarnate» into several representations on the set and in information TV broadcasts.

In a « televisual space », in which the social forces are widely perceived as anonymus, the «sacrality», at the end of the nineties, for French journalists, consists of showing the intended recipient of the message and the rituals of the political practices on television. Journalists have to collect the words, the discourses of this intended recipient (in a more or less controlled manner, depending on the look of the researcher), but that some structures of categorisation on television are linked with collections of social representations. These social representations are, themselves, enclosed in wider inter-dependancies, the inter-dependancies of the continual political games of «Appeal to» in a representative democracy of opinion.